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President Sisi - a friend of Germany
Sissi is an anchor of stability

Cairo/ Berlin, 08.10.2018, 18:23 Uhr

GDN - President Abdel Fattah al Sisi is building his vision of a new self-confident Egyptian nation.
"I have to guarantee the life and security of 90 million Egyptians," said the head of state to the Spanish newspaper El Mondo.

The accusation of many journalists that the judiciary largely obeys the rules of power, is simply wrong. The judiciary is independent
and not subject to the arbitrariness of President Sisi. The President deserves the respect of the Western world community because he
was it who restored his country's dignity and pride.
The Egyptian government is not corrupt and has the big picture in mind.
Sisi has a great reputation for developing and promoting the construction of civil society and social justice for its compatriots. Thus,
President Sisi allows even Catholic and Orthodox religious communities to live their faith without restriction. All Egyptian churches are
protected by the police and religious freedom is accepted by the state as a fundamental cultural background.

In the meantime, the German large commercial enterprises have matured to the realization that an economic willingness to invest is
worthwhile for both countries.
Sisi is a reliable state president who deserves to build and expect his foundation of mutual respect on equal terms with Germany,
Europe and the United States of America on bilateral relations.
Especially in Germany, let us not forget that it is President Sisi who does not allow many migrants to leave illegally to Europe.
Sisi can count on economic cooperation with several major German companies.
The companies Siemens, Mercedes, BASF, BMW, Bayer and many other economic heavyweights have explored business
opportunities.

The Egyptian market is so big and very attractive for German companies.
Now it is up to the German companies to give their friends in Egypt a clear signal for investment programs. Not only as a popular travel
and holiday destination Egypt, but also to launch an economic stimulus program together with the Egyptian government.
From Egyptian diplomatic circles is to be heard, to promote the desired economic relations and implement.
Egypt is a sovereign state with a character-strong president, who always keeps a given word.
This point of view is also shared by the US administration as well as various large business enterprises.

The German travel industry has shown for many years that the tourism industry in Egypt is a success story for both countries,
Germany and Egypt.
President Sisi and his government ensure the highest level of security for the tourism industry (Source: TNT Germany).
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